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Portrait of Your Type

Personality Types

YOUR TYPE: ENTA
Extraverting, iNtuiting, Thinking, Adapting.

ENTAs are highly dynamic individuals who are typically happiest living on the edge of the future. For an ENTA, life is
one glorious game. You function continually in the realm of the possible and when absorbed in your latest project,
you can think of little else. With an energy level sometimes exhausting to behold, you are virtually tireless in the
pursuit of your latest goal—as long as your interest in the project holds. ENTAs tackle an amazing variety of
problems with ease and the breadth of your interests is your strong point. This diversity in work and relationships is
the universal key to happiness in your life.

As an ENTA, you value logic over sentiment and it is sometimes impossible for you to appreciate how others value
emotion. You do, however, have the interpersonal skills necessary to connect with people when you want to. In
tasks requiring quick decisions and fast action, you reign supreme. However, you must constantly be on guard not to
act too quickly, particularly without thinking things through completely before you dive into action.

ENTAs use intuition to scan the horizon searching out the possibilities in a situation. This characteristic arms you
well to be a discoverer and visionary. You are a Thinker, and when you walk into the workplace, everyone around
you may hear a computer switch on. You are in love with learning, and are fascinated by the very concept of
intelligence. You seem to have an inner drive toward performance and a highly self-critical nature that continually
drives you toward self-improvement.

ENTAs are also supremely self-confident and your intellectual ability provides the substance needed to accomplish
virtually anything you wish for in life. Due to your outgoing personality, you prefer working with others; however, you
do so in an independent manner.

Most likely, in whatever work you choose, there will be a bit of the inventor/promoter. You will do better to target
yourself toward work that involves the big picture and bold concepts, rather than details and precise facts. As an
ENTA you tend to pursue your interests by thinking less about the rules, procedures, and chains of command and
more about the end goal. When you find that perfect relationship, job, employer, or co-workers, you will be valued for
the vision you provide as a catalyst to innovation and creative solutions.

There are 16 different
personality types. You are
an ENTA

ISTA ISFA INFA INFZ

ESTA ESFA ENFA ENFZ

ESTZ ESFZ ENTA ENTZ

ISTZ ISFZ INTA INTZ
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Summary of Global Results

Your Type is

Where you focus your energy:

How you gather information:

How you make decisions:

How you approach life:

Extraverting

Introverting

Sensing

iNtuiting

ENTA

Extraverting
iNtuiting
Thinking
Adapting
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Summary of Global Results

Thinking

Feeling

organiZing

Adapting

PERSONAL NOTES
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Map of Sixteen Types

SA Efficient and Resourceful

ESTA Promoting

adaptable realists who ride •

with the tide

highly observant of•

surroundings

masterful at moving things•

in their direction

enjoy the fast lane•

ESFA Entertaining

warm, friendly, charming,•

witty

hands-on problem solvers•

enjoy life's simple•

pleasures

life of the party•

INFA Supporting

deeply caring and idea•

oriented

peacekeepers•

absorbed in projects•

encourage growth and•

development with quiet

enthusiasm

INFZ Foreseeing

quietly determined•

concerned for others'•

welfare

focus inner thoughts on•

helping others

put creative effort into their •

work

ENFA Inspiring

enthusiastic, charming,•

interesting

naturally curious and•

imaginative

know everyone•

fascinated by relationships•

around them

ENFZ Mentoring

responsive and responsible•

outgoing, energetic and•

sociable

catalysts who enjoy •

drawing out the best in

others

warmly enthusiastic•

ESTZ Supervising

practical and realistic•

value productivity and•

efficiency

enjoy management•

excel at bringing order to•

groups

ESFZ Providing

sociable, supportive and•

warm-hearted

active team participant•

helpful toward others•

use interpersonal skills to•

maintain important

relationships

ISTZ Maintaining

serious, traditional and•

quiet

task-oriented, no nonsense•

style

excellent follow-through•

work to conserve the•

resources of the group

ISFZ Protecting

dependable and•

responsible

sympathetic, quiet and•

conscientious

polite and tremendously •

devoted

work independently in•

support of team

ENTA Improvising

creative, confident thinkers•

intellectual and outspoken•

argue both sides of issues•

good at juggling many balls•

ENTZ Leading

direct and strategic•

confident and well-informed•

frank and decisive•

natural organization•

builders and leaders

INTA Inventing

strongly defined interests•

skilled with logic•

enjoy theory, science,•

ideas

single minded focus on•

topics of interest

INTZ Strategizing

independent thinkers•

develop strategy based on•

a clear vision

high achievement drive•

emphasize competency•

NF Imaginative and Innovative

SZ Responsible and Reliable NT Competent and Visionary

ISFA Performing

quietly friendly, modest and•

free spirited

loyal followers•

idealists with high•

standards

keen senses•

can be totally absorbed in•

action of the moment

ISTA Producing

quiet and reserved•

efficient and expedient•

keenly observe•

environment

interested in how and why•

cool observers of life•

Brief descriptions of the sixteen types enable you to see how your personality style differs from others. Keep in mind
there are no "good" or "bad" types. The sixteen types can also be grouped into four higher-level clusters called
temperaments. The four temperaments show how some personality types are more similar than others. You are an
ENTA and your temperament is NT.
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Likely Strengths

PERSONAL NOTES

LIKELY STRENGTHS OF AN ENTA

Contributions to an Organization
• Values achievement and is inspired to take self and others beyond stated goals.
• Is extremely flexible and versatile, and embraces ambiguity.
• Easily takes the initiative and instigates change.
• Encourages and rewards risk-taking.
• Delights in trouble-shooting and conquering major problems.
• Generates creative ideas and is highly innovative.
• Thinks conceptually and is skilled in analysis.
• Brilliantly perceives market trends, future designs, and products.
• Finds start-up projects exciting and routine processes boring.

Leadership Style
• Acts as a visionary, persuading and inspiring others with enthusiasm and imagination.
• Is enlivened by crises, as well as opportunities to formulate theories and construct models or systems.
• Prefers to ignore standard or traditional paths.
• Values ideas, energy, willpower, and ingenuity.
• Values and promotes competence in employees and colleagues.
• Prefers precision and is irritated by inefficiency, errors, and extraneous information.
• Believes power and authority are granted by proficiency, not title or tenure.
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Growth Opportunities

PERSONAL NOTES

GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FOR AN ENTA
• Remember the importance of feelings; not everything is solved through logical reasoning.
• Pay more attention to details and project follow-through.
• Keep a balance between staying with present realities and looking to future possibilities.
• Learn how to use rules and regulations to advance your goals.
• Give more recognition and appreciation to others.
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Communication and Teamwork

PERSONAL NOTES

COMMUNICATION STYLE
• Speaks with passion and commitment.
• Displays wit and word play in speech.
• Replies quickly with impromptu responses.
• Prefers communicating about issues in person rather than through writing.
• Demonstrates brevity, succinctness, objectivity, and mental exactness in written and spoken messages.
• Debates the pros and cons of various options.
• Takes unusual approaches and displays unique insights when discussing problems.
• Persuades others through cool, logical analysis, and compelling examples.

TEAM PREFERENCES:
• Contributes lots of enthusiasm and energy.
• Dares the group to go beyond the status quo.
• Brings different viewpoints, clear ideas, inventive new insights, and information to the table.
• Provides analysis and solutions, and identifies opportunities.
• Irritates others at times by editing everything down to a theoretical model.
• Becomes frustrated with others who will not look at new prospects or who do not have a can-do attitude.
• Is sometimes irritated by co-workers who do not think abstractly and who make decisions emotionally.
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Motivation and Learning

PERSONAL NOTES

MOTIVATORS
• Prefers the start-up phase of a project, rather than the ongoing administration.
• Soars in environments where change, flexibility, and risk are present.
• Revels in designing plans and projects, building theoretical and conceptual models, and overcoming limitations.
• Appreciates opportunities to use conceptual skills and creativity.
• Enjoys work that is not routine and where there is an absence of bureaucracy.
• Resists being over-controlled and over-managed.

PREFERRED LEARNING STYLE
• Demonstrates a passion for learning where there is competition and a stimulating environment.
• Learns through participating in discussion and questioning others.
• Challenges facilitators, peers, direct reports, and others to be their best.
• Becomes easily bored once the problems or challenges are solved.
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A Deeper Look: Extraverting vs. Introverting

Talkative

Quiet

Socially Bold

Reserved

Outgoing

Intimate

Participative

Reflective
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A Deeper Look: Sensing vs. iNtuiting

Concrete

Abstract

Practical

Innovative

Conventional

Visionary

Traditional

Trendsetting
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A Deeper Look: Thinking vs. Feeling

Rational

Empathetic

Autonomous

Compassionate

Analytic

Warm

Competitive

Nurturing

Out of Pattern

Out of Pattern: Each facet has two opposite scores. For a given facet, you may favour a scale that is opposite
to what you might expect based on your global results. These "Out of Pattern" preferences help you gain insight
into your unique way of expressing your type.
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A Deeper Look: organiZing vs. Adapting

Planned

Open-ended

Reliable

Casual

Deliberate

Spontaneous

Conforming

Nonconforming

Out of Pattern

Out of Pattern: Each facet has two opposite scores. For a given facet, you may favour a scale that is opposite
to what you might expect based on your global results. These "Out of Pattern" preferences help you gain insight
into your unique way of expressing your type.
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Response to Daily Stressors

Tense

Calm

Concerned

Optimistic

Unsure

Confident
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Summary Report

ENERGY DIRECTION DECISION MAKING

THINKING

FEELING

Rational

Empathetic

Autonomous

Compassionate

Analytic

Warm

Competitive

Nurturing

EXTRAVERTING

INTROVERTING

Talkative

Quiet

Socially Bold

Reserved

Outgoing

Intimate

Participative

Reflective

INFORMATION GATHERING LIFESTYLE ORIENTATION

ORGANIZING

ADAPTING

Planned

Open-ended

Reliable

Casual

Deliberate

Spontaneous

Conforming

Nonconforming

SENSING

INTUITING

Concrete

Abstract

Practical

Innovative

Conventional

Visionary

Traditional

Trendsetting

RESPONSE TO DAILY STRESSORS

TENSE

CALM

Concerned

Optimistic

Unsure

Confident

59 51

3 3

38 8

5 1

71 17

0 0

57 12

10 2

67 14

0 0

12 11

33 30

20 6

20 6

17 4

29 7

5 1

43 9

0 0

53 8

38 35

14 13

38 9

4 1

14 3

29 6

62 15

0 0

33 8

25 6

15 16

27 29

4 1

33 9

39 14

11 4

4 1

41 11

0 0

28 5

0 0

77 37

0 0

67 14

0 0

85 23

Out of Pattern
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